Tempo rougue

Tempo Rogue is a Tempo -focused Aggro Rogue deck type. It heavily revolves around making
efficient tempo plays using Rogue's wide variety of low-cost spells, efficient removal and burst
damage to snowball a board advantage and quickly finish off the opponent. The deck's focal
power changed wildly through the Standard cycle, but the core gameplay remains the same.
The first version of Tempo Rogue can be traced back to Goblins vs. Gnomes , utilizing weapon
buffs like Tinker's Sharpsword Oil for a powerful 2-mana Blade Flurry to deal double the face
damage and clear the board in one turn and finishing off the opponent with Charge minions like
Leeroy Jenkins powered up with Cold Blood. This version of Rogue was often referred to as Oil
Rogue. With the release of Knights of the Frozen Throne , Tempo Rogue decks used Prince
Keleseth to single-handedly push the game heavily in their favor with cheap, buffed minions.
This version of Tempo Rogue was widely used in the Year of the Mammoth. This version of
Tempo Rogue was also known as Keleseth Rogue. With Year of the Raven , most Tempo Rogue
decks transitioned to using Baku the Mooneater for Poisoned Daggers , which was extremely
effective early in the game. Despite the deck restrictions imposed, many of the staple tempo
cards like Hench-Clan Thug and Vilespine Slayer were usable. This variant was known as Odd
Rogue. Despite losing both Baku and Keleseth in the Year of the Dragon , Tempo Rogue still
lives on, thanks to cards like Vendetta and Underbelly Fence creating cheap and effective tempo
swings and Waggle Pick as an activator for 0-cost Dread Corsairs, which can all be pulled with
Raiding Party. Secret Rogue uses Ambush and Blackjack Stunner for tempo, Dirty Tricks for
card draw, and Shadowjeweler Hanar as a mid-game backup plan to utterly confuse the
opponent into a losing position. The Stealth Rogue package uses early-game Stealth minions
Spymistress and Akama with Ashtongue Slayer as a potent burst damage or removal tool. Some
decks combine both Stealth and Secrets into one deck. Sign In. From Hearthstone Wiki. Jump
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a hybrid archetype which emerged from the February balance patch meta. Even after the recent
nerfs to Preparation and Raiding Party, Tempo Rogue players don't have to rely on slower card
draw tools such as Sprint or Gadgetzan Auctioneer, and instead they can be far more focused
on closing out games with efficient tempo plays. Board control remains an essential element of
the deck's early-game plan, despite its aggro-oriented appearance. This was the addition that
was most crucial to making Tempo Rogue a powerful deck, but it has also newly received a few
new tools from Saviors of Uldum. Another interesting and somewhat unexpected addition is
Zephrys the Great, despite the fact that the archetype is made up of all duplicates, Myra's
Unstable Element allows its effect to go off with some regularity. Swashburglar and Shaku, the
Collector are both nice tools available to Tempo Rogue for the duration of the Doom in the
Tomb event. Tempo Rogue lost Swashburglar, but that isn't a huge hit to the deck, so it remains
in Tier 2. The featured list is a more aggressive one used to punish the new meta. This is
accomplished with cards such as Hooked Scimitar and Deadly Poison to push a lot of face
damage. It's possible that the Spirit of the Shark variant of Rogue could also still be viable, even
though those lists were more tuned for the previous meta. Only Swashburglar would need to be
replaced from the old Shark list. Descent of Dragons brings Rogue a new 1-drop in Bloodsail
Flybooter that will fit well into this style of Rogue deck as a replacement to Swashburglar. There
are currently no comments. Toggle navigation Tempo Storm. Sign Up. Tempo Storm User.
Recent Relevance. Copy Deck. Mana Curve. Click on the name of the archetype in each tier to
expand more details about the deck. The "Archetype Explanation" section gives a general
explanation of the archetype as a whole. It will present playstyle strategies, discuss different
variants of the deck, and help you identify the deck on ladder. The "Weekly Meta" section
analyzes the role of the deck in the current week's meta, and focuses in on the nuances of
playing the current week's featured deck variant. The "Tech Decision" section suggests card

substitution options that you may consider if you are frequently facing a particular type of deck
on ladder i. The "Match-ups" section gives an approximate average percentage chance that you
will win a game when facing another Tier 1 or Tier 2 deck. Click on the "View Deck" button to
view in-depth information about the deck, such as the card composition, mana curve, mulligans,
and more. The date in the title of the deck is the date on which that variant of the deck was first
posted on the Meta Snapshot. If the construction of a deck has not changed since then, the
deck may be reused in a future Snapshot. Make sure to scroll down to read the latest discussion
on the deck's current role in the meta. DrJikininki has been a playing Hearthstone competitively
since , and has made a name for himself in multiple fronts. Shortly after a successful year, he
found himself casting everything from the Tespa Collegiate Series to the Hearthstone
Championship Tour, including all North American Dreamhacks in FryingKirby is a chat
moderator known for his six years of supporting the Hearthstone streaming community. Tirth
has been playing Hearthstone since Nov. His highest finish on ladder was Rank 64 Legend in
August , and has over 10k ranked wins and 8k tournament game wins. Tirth's favorite class is
Priest, and he loves playing combo-based anti-aggro control decks. Justin Black has been
playing Hearthstone since closed beta, and is known for his Hunter innovation and expertise,
with multiple high-legend finishes. A pioneer of the Mid-Range Hunter, he aspires to consistent
and cutting-edge new lists while also perfecting the old. Luker has been playing Hearthstone
since , and has been playing competitively since He is a very versatile player who aims to play
every deck at the highest level possible. McBanterFace has enjoyed playing video games since
he was a kid and picked up Hearthstone in Since then, McBanterFace entered the competitive
scene and began streaming daily on Twitch in On ladder, he has achieved multiple top 20
Legend finishes and hit rank 1 Legend. When not playing Hearthstone or working,
McBanterFace enjoys watching soccer, going snowboarding, and playing chess. There are
currently no comments. Toggle navigation Tempo Storm. Sign Up. The meta is saved! Rogue
and Shaman nerfed? Tier 1. Tier 2. Tier 3. Tier 4. Tier 5. This tier may not always be present in
the Snapshot if there are no overpoweringly imbalanced decks. Tier 1 : Well-optimized decks
with extremely efficient and overwhelmingly powerful combos and card synergies that makes
losing against these decks feel helpless and unfair. Tier 2 : Competitive decks that have a few
slight weaknesses e. Tier 3 : Average decks that aren't bad, but also aren't optimized or refined;
decks that have styles not currently favored by the metagame. Tier 4 : Inconsistent decks that
are unrefined, out-of-flavor, overly niche, or retired. Taking wins off upper-tier decks requires an
intimate understanding of the role of every card in the deck. Tier 5 : Fun decks that should only
be used if you play Hearthstone for the joy of the gameplay, rather than the joy of winning.
Edwin VanCleef finally received a much needed nerf, with its cost rising from three mana to
four. However, the nerf to Boggspine Knuckles was far more impactful. Evolve Shaman Is
slower now, falling to Tier 2. Tempo Rogue was hit hard by the nerf to Edwin VanCleef, just as it
was starting to eclipse Shaman as the top deck in the meta. It remains to be seen exactly how
much this hurts the deck, but it is sure to drop the deck's win rate across all levels of play in
some capacity. We saw a lot of aggro decks early in the new year, so decks that traditionally
counter them were performing well. Ramp Paladin, Highlander Mage, Highlander Druid, and
Control Shaman enter the tier list as experimental means of responding to this surge. While
none place higher than lower Tier 3 at this time, the nerfs to Tempo Rogue and Evolve Shaman
have opened the floodgates for a new wave of innovation. Bomb Control Warrior, and Warrior in
general, has had a massive increase in playability since the latest patch. The more limited
access to power plays by Tempo Rogue and Evolve Shaman also give Warrior decks more time
to prepare and set up for answering them. This is why we see Bomb Control Warrior as the
second-best deck in the meta game currently; nothing has touched it, while its major threats
have been weakened. Libram Paladin is a huge winner from the recent nerfs to Shaman and
Rogue. Libram Paladin is still weak to Tempo Rogue and Evolve Shaman, but the matchups are
now more manageable. What has helped Libram Paladin more is the improvement of the general
field: the rise of Bomb Warrior boosts Libram Paladin's chances on ladder a lot, as Libram
Paladin boasts a great matchup against the Bomb-centric deck. Rank Meta Snapshot 20? Hide
Show Legend. Tempo Rogue. Bomb Control Warrior. View Deck. Questing Adventurer. SI:7
Agent. Tempo Rogue is a tempo-oriented archetype that has glimpses of the old Miracle Rogue.
Instead of relying on drawing cards through Sprint or Gadgetzan Auctioneer, the deck aims to
close out the game with efficient tempo plays. Both decks revolve around using cards like
Edwin VanCleef and Questing Adventurer to snowball into a win as soon as possible. To
consistently enable this, the deck features powerful tempo cards to keep board control as well
as card-draw effects to improve the consistency of the power turns. With the release of
Madness at the Darkmoon Faire expansion, Foxy Fraud and Swindle are powerful inclusions in
both lists. Both of these cards fit exactly into what the Tempo Rogue wants to do. Powerful

tempo plays with an ability to play the long game through card draw and Discover effects make
Tempo Rogue a strong and versatile archetype. Tempo Rogue, which was just starting to
eclipse Shaman as the top deck in the meta, had one of its most powerful cards nerfed in the
recent update. Edwin VanCleef was given a mana-cost increase from 3 to 4 mana, in an effort to
slow the deck down and prevent early Edwins from blowing out too many games. The featured
list remains the same as in the previous Tempo Storm Meta Snapshot, as it is the most popular
and arguably the most powerful Rogue list for ladder. It features the combo package rather than
the Secret package, utilizing Whirlkick Master alongside cheap combo cards to generate value
and burst damage to close out games. It's uncertain if the nerfed Edwin VanCleef is still
powerful enough to keep a spot in the list, but for now, it makes the cut. Time will tell if the
balance patch will cause Rogue to fall out of Tier 1, but right now, it still looks like a
powerhouse on ladder. Sword and Board. Galakrond, the Unspeakable. Kronx Dragonhoof.
Bomb Control Warrior is a control deck that revolves around gaining Armor and wiping the field
with one of many board-clearing effects, while placing plenty of Bombs into their opponent's
deck with powerful tools like Wrenchcalibur. Bomb Control Warrior has been a powerful control
archetype in Hearthstone since the Bomb mechanic was introduced into the game, and the main
strategy has stayed consistent throughout its presence in each meta. This metagame is no
different; you just have some new tools to accomplish the same goals. This variant of Bomb
Control Warrior consists of many removal tools, while showcasing some of the newest removal
cards from Madness at the Darkmoon Faireâ€”the most notable of which is Minefield, a very
strong piece of single-target or mass removal. The second-best deck in the game is Bomb
Control Warrior. Ever since the nerfs, Bomb Control Warrior, and Warrior in general, has had a
massive increase in playability. Edwin scams, along with powerful turns from Shaman, are
much more limited, which gives Warrior more time to prepare and set up for answering these
turns. This combination of aggressiveness and control makes for a fairly powerful strategy on
ladder. Bomb Control Warrior has the potential to climb to become the best deck in the game or
simply remain inside of Tier 1. Currently, it has so many strengths and nowhere near as many
weaknesses. One of the few decks that was keeping this one in check was Evolve Shaman, and
now that Evolve Shaman is much weaker, it might be another case of Bomb Control Warrior
dominating yet another metagame. Sky Raider. Enrage Warrior is an aggressive, mid-range
variant of Warrior that utilizes its own damaged minions to snowball board states and push tons
of damage. Madness at the Darkmoon Faire gave the already powerful Tempo Warrior deck of
the past a new name and a couple of powerful tools to help push itself over the edgeâ€”these
tools include cards like Sword Eater. Different lists have used different strategies to achieve
their win conditions, mostly relying on powerful tempo swings with Pirates and Weapons to
push the advantage created in the early stages of the game. Sword Eater has removed the need
for any weapon besides Ancharrr and allows for newer cards like Stage Dive to shine via
grabbing tools like Bloodboil Brute, one of the most valuable cards in this list. Enrage Warrior
may have a new shell and name, but it plays out in a fairly similar manner to those shells of the
past. Enrage Warrior is the top of Tier 2, just barely missing out on the Tier 1 slot. The
combination of pressure and sustain makes this a deck to be reckoned with. Ever since the
other classes like Rogue and Shaman have been nerfed, it has been smooth sailing for Warrior,
since their major threats are now knocked down a peg. Invictus achieved Legend with this very
interesting variant of Enrage Warrior. This variant draws through cards so quickly that Zephrys
does become very active very quickly. Not to mention that this deck has tons and tons of burst
damage, with cards like Grommash Hellscream. Enrage Warrior will most likely remain higher
up on the tier list for the time being. Expect to see a rise in Warrior gamers and be ready to face
off against many different kinds on ladder: Enrage Warrior is just one of many. Corsair Cache.
Sword Eater. ETC Warrior is a controlling style of Warrior that assembles enough pieces of a
combo to kill the opponent in one burst of damage. The combo works by amassing the newest
and latest OTK starter E. This is another example of an OTK-style deck that has some finicky
matchups but unstoppable plays against slower control decks. It is honestly really funny to
think that the worst Warrior deck on the tier list is ETC Warrior, while it's still arguably one of
the best decks in the game. This deck has tons of versatility and is the in-between of Bomb
Control Warrior and Enrage Warrior: it has pressure ability while also having many different
controlling aspects to it. For the most part, it's fairly standard and what we would expect to see
from an ETC Warrior: there is the inclusion of Zephyrs The Great, an inclusion that's making it
into more and more lists, since the deck cycles incredibly fast. It also makes sure that another
win condition is present against decks that won't necessarily die to the full combo from ETC.
ETC Warrior will most likely remain inside of Tier 2, with the potential to rise to Tier 1 in the right
environmentâ€”but this honestly could be said of either of the Warrior decks in Tier 2. All it
takes is for players to realize the true power of Warrior right now, and it's game over for many

other classes. We will be monitoring Warrior to see how it does in this new metagame, but we
would not be surprised to see some cards get adjusted in the near future. Animated Broomstick.
Captain Greenskin. Kobold Stickyfinger. Lightning Storm. Evolve Shaman relies on powerful
swing turns, utilizing minions that may have weaker stats but always have the ability to
summon duplicates or copies of themselves or other minions. Madness at the Darkmoon Faire
gave this deck not only Revolve but also some other important minion-spamming tools, like
Derailed Coaster and Pit Master; both of these, when coupled with Revolve or Boggspine
Knuckles, lead to some devastatingly powerful early boards. This mid-range deck has potential
against both aggressive and controlling strategies. The fact that players can no longer play
Dread Corsair for free on the turn they play Boggspine Knuckles is a major weakness in the
deck now. Before, it was one of the main ways to win the board back if you ever lost it, while
developing one or multiple five-drops in the process. Now the deck is much slower, which is the
reason it has dropped down into Tier 2 instead of remaining in Tier 1. BatvraCL used this variant
of Evolve Shaman in a recent tournament and got a top 4 placement. For the most part, it is
extremely standard, with all two-ofs across the board and the inclusion of Kobold Stickyfinger
for any mirror matches. We don't expect Evolve Shaman to regain its Tier 1 status anytime
soon, but we do expect it to be a noteworthy deck in the metagame. Unfortunately, the nerfs
were hard hitting for this variant of Shaman, and it shows in its new game play, relying on decks
to be slower for it to get started. Expect to see Evolve Shaman on the ladder, but be thankful
that it's not going to be everywhere. Lord Barov. Loot Hoarder. Hammer of the Naaru. Silas
Darkmoon. Wild Pyromancer. Libram Paladin is an archetype that makes use of different Libram
cards available in Paladin to generate resources and close out the games with the advantage
gained from those cards. These cards helped in Pen Paladin's game plan of seizing board
control from the early-game and never letting it go. The deck often makes use of Lady Liadrin to
push for final damage with a zero-cost Libram of Wisdom. Solid plays every turn, with a focused
mid-range game plan, is what makes Pen Paladin exceptional. Libram Paladin has become a
strong and consistent deck after a recent couple of balance patches. Libram Paladin is also a
deck that has a deceptively high skill ceiling, so mastering it will yield better performance. If you
are looking for a deck to counter Bomb Warrior without sacrificing matchups against other
decks, Libram Paladin is the perfect candidate. Gift of Luminance. Breath of the Infinite. Control
Priest is a value-oriented control deck that makes use of powerful cards such as Draconic
Studies and Cleric of Scales, along with Dragon tribe. The game plan of the deck is to take
control of the board with cheap spells and stat-efficient minions to close out the game through
sheer value generation. The deck opts out from running Galakrond, Azeroth's End Priest as a
finisher, since it benefits more from the natural Hero Power of Priest to heal the minions on
board. A strong midgame presence is what makes Dragon Priest a threat in the meta. The nerf
to Shaman is significant for Control Priest: Priest now has a decent chance at winning the
matchup. We continue to feature the standard list that runs Mindrender Illucia. Even though
Bomb Warrior is popular in the post-nerf meta, usage of weapon-removal tech cards is advised
only in niche pocket metas. Bomb Warrior is the only deck from higher tiers that is heavily
favored versus Control Priest. This makes Control Priest a great choice to ladder with, earning
itself a place in Tier 2. Chaos Nova. Double Jump. Twin Slice. OTK Demon Hunter is a control
style of Demon Hunter that utilizes the class's draw ability and removal ability in order to
quickly assemble a combination to kill the opponent in one turn. Players utilize these very
important cards in order to deal upward of 20 to 30 damage in one fell swoop. This deck can
really punish greedy players with slower gameplay styles; it capitalizes on unrefined control
decks in the early stages of a metagame. The OTK can be finicky at times, requiring a lot of
patience and skill in order to play this deck to its full potential. One of the few decks that has the
strength to beat Warrior is this variant of Demon Hunter. Its ability to kill players at insane life
totals negates any kind of healing that Warrior players may find. We still see the inclusion of
some nerfed cards like Lorekeeper Polkelt, but this deck also has some newer additions like
Chaos Nova, a strong piece of board removal against any kind of deck that would swarm the
fieldâ€”the card's especially good against Evolve Shaman. Other than that inclusion, it looks
fairly standard, with the inclusion of some unique one-ofs instead of two-ofs, like Double Jump,
Consume Magic, Throw Glaive, and Twin Slice. OTK Demon Hunter will most likely remain one
of the best Demon Hunter decks, but it may find itself falling back into the top of Tier 3. The
deck is still extremely hard to play well at a high level, as its win condition is very niche and
restricting to the game play of the deck. This is one of the main reasons as to why it is not
placed higher within the tier list. If players start adapting to it, that could also lead to some
unique problems for this deck. Revenant Rascal. Zoo Warlock has been a deck for almost as
long as Hearthstone has been around. This archetype fights for board aggressively before
pressuring the opponent out with its minions. Occasionally, this archetype features an Invoke

package to make use of Galakrond, the Wretched. Following Ashes of Outland, there is also a
new variation of the deck that makes use of discard cards to take advantage of Hand of Gul'dan.
You'll mostly see Zoo Warlock running a lot of cheap minions to dump its hand aggressively.
Now that Leeroy Jenkins is no longer in the game, players transitioned from the burst shell and
now play a board-centric list. This card gives the deck the ability to buff minions in hand,
allowing them to take value trades off their opponent. This is reminiscent of Prince Keleseth in a
lot of ways, as those who hit the buffs will be ahead of those who don't. In order to close out the
game, Zoo Warlock tends to rely on overbuffed minionsâ€”but it occasionally can use
Kanrethad Prime to summon a large board in an attempt to swing the game in its favor.
Following the latest balance change, Zoo Warlock has seen a spike in popularity. As usual, Zoo
takes advantage of a new meta and abuses players who are experimentingâ€”and thus sees a
spike to the top of Tier 3. Zoo Warlock typically tends to fall out of popularity after a few weeks
of the meta stabilizing, but maybe this will be the one to slowly get better over time. Soul Shear.
Star Student Stelina. Soul Demon Hunter is a slower-paced version of Demon Hunter that
utilizes the class's many board clears to control the game's pace, while dealing enough damage
through weapons and burst to end the game. Using this strategy in the early stages of the game
against aggressive decks gives Demon Hunter players time to draw through the entirety of their
decks to find their win condition: steady damage over time. The new use of a "Soul" engine has
also given what was previously known as Control Demon Hunter a new style. The deck still
controls and ends the game in a similar fashion, but all of the Soul tools help to control the
early game and midgame. The damage comes from cards like Marrowslicer, Soulshard Lapidary,
and Metamorphosis. Unlike most control decks, Soul Demon Hunter can end the game fairly
quickly when it amasses these damage tools. Cards like Spectral Sight and Manafeeder
Panthara make quick work of getting there as well. Soul Demon Hunter is still hovering around
the higher Tier 3 parts of the tier list. This deck has been a real shocker, as it has been pounded
into the ground with nerf after nerf but still finds itself being a playable archetype of Demon
Hunter. It feels as if this deck won't die anytime soon. Its combination of sustain and damage is
still outmatched by most other decks. Digo played this variant in high Legend and saw some
success. For the most part, it is extremely standard as to what we would expect from a Soul
Demon Hunter, without too many changes. All of these tools are versatile in their own way and
give Soul Demon Hunter some strong removal for the early game. This deck still has some
strong potential to take over the metagame, especially since two other strong classes were
nerfed in the most recent update. Keep an eye out for Soul Demon Hunter: it may be on the rise.
Stealth Rogue is an aggro deck that was born from the introduction of Greyheart Sage in the
Ashes of Outland expansion. This card is so powerful that it is often the main reason behind
playing a Stealth-based aggressive Rogue: it allows the player to refill the hand after
aggressively dumping cards onto the board. Generally capping out at 4 or 5 mana, the deck
features plenty of aggressive minions, such as Worgen Infiltrator, Spymistress, and sometimes
Sneaky Delinquent. In the early game, the deck aims to take control of the board by taking good
trades if required. In the midgame, the deck often switches to a pure face deck to close out the
game. Because of the deck's low curve, Edwin VanCleef and Questing Adventurer are
sometimes featured to snowball the match. Stealth Rogue has seen a bit of a resurgence lately,
rising in popularity for the early-season Legend climb. Players have found it sufficiently
powerful, and the short games allow players to reach Legend quickly. Its difficulty closing out
games against decks with a lot of healing and Armor gain holds the deck back in Tier 3. It
utilizes the standard Stealth package alongside Pen Flingers and a variety of spells to deal
additional damage. The inclusion of Pen Flingers gives the deck some extra reach, but it is still
unclear if it will be good enough to compete in the post-patch meta. Cult Neophyte. Dreadlord's
Bite. Tempo Demon Hunter is a fast-paced deck that capitalizes on powerful early-game minions
and weapons to snowball the game in its favor. Demon Hunter has strong burst damage and
early-game minions that allow for a powerful, aggressive style of play. Aggro Demon Hunter can
also develop powerful tempo turns with the help of cheap removal spells like Eye Beam and
Twin Slice. This allows for the early-game minions, like Battlefiend, to push tons of early
damage. This aggressive version of Demon Hunter also has access to some powerful draw,
meaning it can find its burst damage or sustain to keep itself in the game for quite some time.
All of these elements make for a powerful aggro deck. Tempo Demon Hunter finds itself
amongst the cluster of Tier 3 decks that may be fun and somewhat competitive but aren't
necessarily the greatest to truly climb ladder with. Tempo Demon Hunter feels like it's been hit
the hardest by all of the adjustments to Demon Hunter, since it was the most fragile of the
Demon Hunters. With that being said, it still can catch people off guard with an extremely
powerful opener in the first couple of turns. Lists haven't changed much with this variant of
Demon Hunter, as players are trying to get a bearing within the metagame currentlyâ€”but we

don't expect them to differ too much from the previous time we posted a Tempo Demon Hunter
list. Tempo Demon Hunter will most likely remain in Tier 3. The deck is a former shell of what it
was, so we don't really expect it to make any further advances on the tier list until something
new is introduced. Highlander Priest is a deck that features only one copy of each card to make
use of powerful Battlecry effects of Zephrys the Great and Dragonqueen Alexstrasza. Usually,
Highlander Priest aims to fight the attrition war and finish the game off with value from the
previously mentioned cards. There are many variants of Highlander Priest. The two most
common variants in the current meta are the Galakrond variant and the Dragon variant. The
Galakrond variant aims to generate value through Galakrond, Azeroth's End Priest to close out
the game. The deck features a lot of removal to get to the late game, where it can safely play
Galakrond, the Unspeakable and start generating additional value. Often, this variant plays out
like a control deck. The Dragon variant makes use of powerful mid-game Dragon minions to
pressure the opponents, before the final push comes in from Dragonqueen Alexstrasza. The
Dragon variant might also make use of Galakrond, Azeroth's End Priest to generate additional
value. Highlander Priest is a deck that utilizes the complete toolkit available in Priest to
compensate for the deck-building restriction. Highlander Priest continues to remain in Tier 3,
after the recent nerfs to Shaman and Rogue. Even though the nerfs have reduced the power
level of Shaman and Rogue, they still remain fairly popular. Bomb Warrior is extremely strong
versus Highlander decks, and Highlander Priest is no different. Even though the featured list
runs a copy of Kobold Stickyfinger, it is not enough to have a favorable matchup against Bomb
Warrior. As long as Bomb Warrior remains popular, Highlander Priest will continue to be
overshadowed by Control Priest and most likely remain in Tier 3. Jepetto Joybuzz. Crystal
Power. Malygos Druid is an archetype that has been around for years in Hearthstone and has
gone through many different iterations. The main idea of the deck is to utilize Malygos
alongside burn spells like Swipe and Moonfire to combo your opponent. With the Malygos
combo as more of a high-roll upside than a consistent win condition, Malygos Druid offers
multiple win conditions each game instead of tunneling in on one specific way to close out
games. Alongside Malygos, a potential win condition includes Ysera, Unleashed. After the latest
balance patch, Malygos Druid has risen to Tier 3. With Shaman's and Rogue's newfound
weakness, Druid often has extra time to comfortably ramp and gather the combo pieces. There
has been little experimentation done with this archetype lately, but perhaps the nerfs will give
deck builders additional incentive to work on optimizing a Malygos Druid decklist. For now, it
remains a difficult deck to pilot and appears to be weaker than the alternatives. Time will tell if
Malygos Druid can cement a position at the top of the meta; for the time being, we recommend
staying away from it if your goal is to climb ladder. Yogg-Saron, Master of Fate. Steel Beetle.
Fleethoof Pearltusk. Carnival Clown. Survival of the Fittest. Highlander Druid is an archetype
that plays the neutral Highlander payoff cards, Zephrys the Great and Dragonqueen Alexstrasza,
alongside the class card Elise the Enlightened to enable powerful plays in the mid to late game.
Like most other Druid archetypes, it includes powerful ramp cards such as Overgrowth, Wild
Growth, and Lightning Bloom to gain more mana than your opponent and help you reach your
expensive cards earlier in the game. Highlander Druid returns to our ranking in Tier 3, alongside
Malygos Druid. With Edwin VanCleef and Boggspine Knuckles getting nerfed, some difficult
matchups for the deck have gotten easier, leading to an increase in popularity. It contains fewer
late-game cards than the previous list we featured, opting to cut Survival of the Fittest and
Carnival Clown. The inclusion of cheaper, flexible cards like Rising Winds and Fleethoof
Pearltusk gives the deck more options in many matchups and situations. There is still room for
the deck to be refined, with plenty of tech slotsâ€”so if an optimal list is found, we may see the
archetype climb in the tier list. Highlander Hunter is a singleton deck that spawned from the
Saviors of Uldum expansion, due to the addition of Zephrys the Great and Dinotamer Brann.
Highlander Hunter is an aggressive, board-control deck that aims to stay even or slightly ahead
and chip away at its opponent's life total as it works towards its late-game powerhouse finisher
in Dinotamer Brann. Zephrys the Great gives the deck flexibility to get out of any sticky situation
or, when played early, further press its advantage. King Krush summoned from Dinotamer
Brannâ€”in addition to damage weaved in with Hero Powers throughout the gameâ€”is often
enough to close out the game versus classes that don't have much sustain, such as Mage.
While this deck was unaffected by the recent balance patch, the resulting meta does not really
favor it. With an increased amount of Warrior in the meta, Highlander Hunter has less prey.
Highlander Hunter was good against Evolve Shaman, which has fallen off greatly after the
balance patch. While this deck is not top tier, it still feels very much playable and could move up
in the tier list, depending how the meta develops moving forward. Favorable matchups for
Highlander Hunter include basically all Priest, Druid, Shaman, and Mage decks, but these
classes are not really on the top of the meta at the moment. Imprisoned Vilefiend. Valdris

Felgorge. Control Warlock is a deck that reflects the traditional control playstyle of being very
defensive and running the opponent out of resources. The early game is usually spent Life
Tapping to gain card advantage or playing out minions and trying to stunt board development.
The game plan against aggressive decks is to survive the early turns, by using removal or
minions to fight for board. The archetype remains a fun and niche choice for ladder, but it tends
to struggle compared to some of the other more popular archetypes. We continue to feature the
standard Tickatus list, due to its consistency over other versions on the ladder. The Galakrond
Warlock variants have seen some play, but Control Warlock tends to perform better when it
leans heavily into the control shell, as opposed to putting its eggs in every basket and playing
for a hybrid playstyle. First Day of School. Argent Braggart. Lightforged Crusader. Lady Liadrin.
Aldor Peacekeeper. Pure Paladin is an archetype that consists of only Paladin class cards.
Descent of Dragons provided Paladin with two new cardsâ€”Lightforged Zealot and Lightforged
Crusaderâ€”that provide value when the deck does not include any neutral cards. Pure Paladin
is based off this new mechanic and often acts as a midrange deck, since the class does not
have enough tools in Standard to push toward a specific archetype. Libram cards allow the Pure
Paladin to become a midrange deck and forgo aggressive or low-value cards. Now, in its Pure
Libram Paladin iteration, the archetype often plays like a proper mid-range deck. Madness at the
Darkmoon Faire provided further support for Pure Paladin: the addition of High Exarch Yrel
provides a much-needed late-game stability option to Pure Paladin. Pure Paladin has fallen
down even more because of the popularity of Bomb Warrior. Bomb Warrior's shuffle mechanic
hurts Highlander decks, but it absolutely demolishes Pure Paladin. On top of that, Control Priest
has gained more popularity after the nerfs, which makes Pure Paladin even sadder. We continue
to feature the standard Pure Paladin list. The archetype seems to have maxed out, as it has
failed to improve through multiple refinement cycles. Ramp Paladinâ€”or Big Paladinâ€”is a
deck that relies on cheating out high-cost, high-value minions earlier with the help of Duel! With
Rise of Shadows, Paladin received a new tool to experiment withâ€”Duel! Ramp Paladin uses
Duel! With the Scholomance Academy expansion, Paladin received another tool to
useâ€”Commencementâ€”which summons a minion from the player's deck with Taunt and
Divine Shield. Surviving the early-game with minions generated from spells, clearing off
opponent's threats in the mid-game, and going for a swing turn in the late-game is the general
game plan of Ramp Paladin. Descent of Dragons bought Nozdormu the Timeless - which allows
the game to transition to late-game instantly. This is helpful for Ramp Paladin since the average
cost of the card is greater in Ramp Paladin than most other decks. If cheating out high-stat
minions is your cup of tea, Ramp Paladin is the deck to play. Ramp Paladin makes an
appearance after the general power level of the top decks have fallen down. Ramp Paladin is an
archetype that is weak to Tempo decks such as Tempo Rogue. Because of this, it never really
shined in the meta and always remained a deck for casual gameplay. But some players have
started experimenting with the archetype again after the nerf with varied success. The list does
not feature the standard cheat cards such as Commencement or Duel! The deck is filled with
threats, and hence is inherently strong versus control decks, but often has trouble versus
aggressive decks. Because of the deck's general inconsistency and weakness to aggressive
decks, Ramp Paladin finds itself at the bottom of Tier 3. Power of Creation. Highlander Mage is a
singleton deck that spawned from the Saviors of Uldum expansion, with the addition of Zephrys
the Great and Reno the Relicologist. Descent of Dragons added an additional Highlander
support card to the deck, Dragonqueen Alexstrasza. Highlander decks have to play one copy of
every card to activate the effects of powerful cards. Highlander Mage trades a bit of consistency
for the build-around staples of Zephrys the Great, Reno the Relicologist, and Dragonqueen
Alexstrasza. These cards can be very swingy and often win the game on their own. Highlander
Mage is usually a control deck that aims to keep the board clear with its powerful area-of-effect
control tools, such as Reno the Relicologist, while it works toward its mid- to late-game win
conditions. The deck sometimes takes on a more aggressive approach, with more low-cost
minions. It is quite sad that the only Mage deck currently in the Meta Snapshot is in Tier 4. This
could change if the meta continues to shift after this balance patch, but that doesn't seem super
likely as things stand. There are a few ways to build this deck currently. One variant features a
Secret package with Sayge, Seer of Darkmoon, while the other variantâ€”which we are
featuringâ€”focuses more on curving out with minions. Unfortunately, this deck just doesn't
have a lot of favorable matchups in the meta and doesn't have many players putting time into
refining it. The goal is to avoid getting too far behind while you work toward your OTK finish;
sometimes you can go off early to take control of the board, depending on the matchup. Young
Dragonhawk is the main finisher of the deck, and you want to aim to copy one with Ramkahen
Wildtamer. Any buff that affects your Young Dragonhawk is effectively doubled, since it gets to
attack twice with Windfury. OTK Hunter remains in Tier 5, as the deck has not gained any

significant ground on the meta, despite the nerfs to other classes. This deck is simply too
fragile and requires too much setup to compete with the top meta decks, which are far more
consistent. This deck is still played at an extremely low rate, and it seems no one really cares to
experiment further with it. If you are just looking to have some fun, this deck is a blast when it
works; just don't expect to win often. This deck is best left in the hands of deathstaV3. Control
Shaman is an archetype that makes use of Shaman's strong removal cards to drag the game
into fatigue. Against aggressive decks, Control Shaman will continuously remove the board
until they can develop taunts or stick a threat of their own. In slower matchups, Control Shaman
player wants to play for fatigue, and must not draw any cards. Once both players reach fatigue,
you should have an advantage, as it has both Archivist Elysiana to prevent itself from taking
fatigue damage. BonoBono utilized this variant of Control Shaman to reach a pretty early
Legend. To top all of that removal off, we see the inclusion of Archivist Elysiana in order to have
a win condition against other control decks. We don't really expect this Shaman variant to be
too strong in the near future. There are many other viable options for control decks, and we
would expect this variant to remain somewhere in the lower parts of Tiers 4 and 5. FryingKirby
Tempo Storm Expert. Luker Warlock Expert. Tempo Storm User. Recent Relevance. This site
works best with JavaScript enabled. Please enable JavaScript to get the best experience from
this site. The only modification I made was the addition of Sap. This list is one of the top 5
stealth rogue lists on HSReplay at the time of this update and I've taken to using it for laddering
again this month. Interest in the deck has dwindled so I probably won't be updating it further
unless something big happens- see below statement:. The deck crushes Paladin and can be
aggressive enough to beat out Druid the majority of the time. But most of the time it was
smooth sailing from D8 to Legend. Like any tempo deck, your goal is to use cheap removal
while you develop your own board in the early to mid game, drawing very efficiently with
Greyheart Sage and Secret Passage , and then deliver big damage with burst from hand in the
form of Ashtongue Slayer , Eviscerate , and potentially other accrued damage cards from
discover or spellburst. Many of your stealth minions will also be able to get face damage in as
you remove your opponents board with spells. Snowball potential from Edwin VanCleef can win
games outright. Smart use of Shadowstep is key, with many great targets. I feel like Shadowstep
is the key to success with this deck. There are so many options whether it's to fish for another
mage spell Wand Thief provides great removal and damage options- you can even discover dual
class cards like Devolving Missiles , repeat Jandice, make an even larger VanCleef, activate a
combo card, etc. Just make sure the use provides important payoff or removal. If you cast
Evocation before Secret Passage, you get to keep all of those spells when the hand is returned
to you! We all know Secret Passage is bonkers. Sometimes your hand just isn't that hot, and
there's your 2nd chance or it can be used to fish for removal or finishers. You can typically
dump a good number of cards, which also helps thin the deck. With the number of 0 and 1 cost
cards, it's usually very easy to activate combos and play multiple cards for a great VanCleef.
You generate enough value in most cases that you're not starved for options and if you are you
probably have passage for more gas. Coin-Barov on 4 can be devastating, especially if you can
Shadowstep her for more next turn. Backstab has always been good as a combo activator but
also is a great keep in the mulligan against most classes with early minions. Despite previously
using Flik Skyshiv , re-adding 2x Brain Freeze allows us to more swiftly deal with the growing
aggro threats and freeze large minions for a turn so we can ignore it and go in- sometimes
that's enough to win! Sap is the primary way we get through taunts and unwanted deathrattles.
Against Paladin and Druid you can send those buffed minions back to the hand with a smile and
a wave as you push damage. Once they're low enough you'd be surprised how much burst the
deck can pull off. Worgen Infiltrator, Spymistress, and Sneaky Delinquent are your early game
stealth minions. Delinquent puts another stealth minion in your hand so you won't need to
worry about having a stealth minion for Greyheart Sage most of the time. Shadowstep on Sage
is usually a pretty good idea as a 4-mana Sprint. Infiltrator Lilian can easily cause 8 face
damage, especially when you control her deathrattle and trade to kill the last of the opponent's
minions. Akama Prime can actually be useful but the 6-mana pricetag is hard to commit to.
Together they provide draw, value, face damage, or can trade as needed. This is NOT an aggro
deck- trading early so we can dominate in the mid game is part of the game plan in many
matchups. Using Ashtongue for a good trade is not a bad play, use it as necessary. Shadowstep
for an essential 2-mana Fireball on top of the stealth damage. Not much to say about Eviscerate.
It's your main finisher, but sometimes you just have to use it for removal and in the end that's
OK because your stealth minions can put in work. I would also keep Sap against Paladin. Trying
to push out damage ASAP. Consider keeping Jandice Barov if you have a good early curve.
Questing Adventurer or Maiev. Faceless Corruptor might be OK. Coerce for more removal. One
of our best matchups. I've rarely lost to a Paladin with this deck. If they can't buff, they have to

hero power and waste 2 mana to apply their buff. If you keep up the damage they won't even
have time to apply enough buffs to put down Devout Pupil for cheap. Beware of opening your
board up to a Consecration wipe as some lists are running 2x. Not seeing a lot of Paladin
recently, which is definitely one of if not our best matchup. Even though it's aggro it's still quite
winnable as long as you are in control before Tip the Scales takes over. Most Warriors are
playing control style right now and this can be a very hard matchup, one of the worst imo. Since
they have both armor gain and removal that often goes through stealth, we can get hit hard. Try
to play around Bladestorm by keeping a 1 health stealth minion on board with other minions not
1 health that you want to protect. They're then forced to Coerce or Brawl to remove a big threat
like Edwin or Questing. If you're able to keep their armor down, they may not be able to Shield
Slam , but they could always Shield Block first, which sucks. When playing minions, watch out
for Reaper's Scythe - positioning something like Worgen inbetween your higher health minions
can help protect one or force him to facetank damage. Infiltrator Lilian is an important card in
this matchup as Warrior removal usually doesn't involve them putting their own minions on the
board until the late game. She can get 4 to face naturally, then if she is brawled that's another 8
you can push if Forsaken Lilian isn't removed. If you Secret Passage into Bombs, the Bombs do
not explode, they just take up a spot in your hand. Like the Priest matchup, you're sometimes at
the mercy of what clears they have. Present a board without over committing- make sure you
can refill next turn if they have an answer and when they don't, you have to make your push.
Bomb Control Warriors are still the main threat. No change needed here, I still consider this an
unfavorable match-up but not auto-concede. Really don't see a lot of this personally, even at the
guide update. Warlock has a lot of answers that go through stealth, so the control variants are
going to be around the same difficulty as Warrior. Very similar idea in that you can present
threats with a backup to draw or present a new board and see if they've got an answer.
Accruing face damage spells can really help close things out from 15 or so health as they won't
expect it. Their heal mainly comes from Aranasi Broodmother in Quest and Nether Breath and
Soul Fragment more commonly, but not much you can do about this except Flik the
Broodmother and accumulate as much burst as possible. In terms of difficulty, Control Warrior
and Warlock are on similar levels. They'll beat themselves up low enough in the pain version
that you'll be able to push lethal through stealth. Still not seeing a lot of Warlock. No update
needed. Control version is still unfavorable like Warrior but not an auto-concede. We generally
lose to extremes- very very aggro or very very control and DH only exists in extremes. If you're
up against the heavily aggressive version you really need to bank on your removals and early
minions or you're in trouble. Brain Freeze used to help quite a bit in this matchup so if you're
seeing lots of this, I'd recommend putting Brain Freezes back in. This match will probably be
decided by around Turn 5 based on what removals and minions you're able to put forth. DH isn't
as popular as it was in my experience so far, so this shouldn't be seen all that often. Control DH
is absolutely abysmal to go against. They clear your stealth boards and continuously smack
you in the face with weapons and heal back up. I included a loss I had in the replays below so
you can see it. Like Priest and Warrior, you're at the mercy of their clears and need to strike
when they show they can't clear anymore. Seeing less Tempo and more Control DH but on the
whole is still not too common. Akama and Shifty Sophomore can survive the 3 damage AOE to
push damage but still a challenge with all their healing and clears. Like other control decks, one
inability to clear your board can be the opportunity you need to win. Highlander is probably less
of a threat but can still draw nuts on you. Normal gameplay and try to play around Rotnest
Drake if you have a big boy on board. Outside of Zephrys, he's got rush minions and he'll have
to trade everything into a Edwin or Questing. Face Hunter on the other hand is almost an
auto-concede. It's too much damage too quickly. If it turns into a face war we probably won't
win unless we can clear efficiently as we push. Discovering Ice Barrier is very helpful but may
not be enough. Getting a big Edwin might be one of the only ways to ensure a win here. There is
a secret face hunter version going around as well that is a little more mid, which we do better
against. Doing better against Face Hunter with the 2x Brain Freeze back in the deck. Great
against buffed Wolpertinger and other minions they barf out. I think we're still unfavored, but
not as heavily as before. Priest is definitely improved since the last expansion. I find the
matchup to be dependent on what clears they draw. Don't put a huge stealth board into Breath
of the Infinite or a potential Holy Nova and try to bait inefficient removals. Jandice Barov has a
decent shot at making 4 attack minions and Lilian can also be a great card in this matchup since
they usually don't run silence and will have to take damage off of it if they're spending their
turns removing and not developing. Not too concerned about Cabal Acolyte and Cabal Shadow
Priest your minions are usually 3 attack and the only big thing worth taking would be an Edwin
through Wave of Apathy. If they do, you can Sap or Freeze it if it's a real threat or ignore and go
face. You have the damage but need to test for removals and not over-commit on turns where

they could get a full wipe. Of course, if they don't draw the clears, you'll be favored. Still feeling
the same about Priest. No change needed. Not fun but winnable. A lot of Rogues are playing
hyper aggro. I find this playstyle unappealing but it does well against us as we lose to extremes.
We can be aggressive too but have to try to conserve health as much as possible. Another
match where Backstab, Brain Freeze and trades are important since we don't want to facetank if
we can avoid it. Winnable but we have no way of getting through stealth without discovering
something so we're taking that damage if they want to deliver it face. Discovering Frost Nova
can win the game in this match if they can't push their stealth minions forward for a turn. The
mirror is something I have played a little of but will be just dependent on who has the better
draw, who gets their Greyheart Sage off and can make the best tempo play. Who gets Jandice
on 5? Who has The Coin? Going aggressive can be good since Rogue has no heal. Face Rogue
is still a menace. Discovering mage cards can be essential, as is drawing your removal pieces
to conserve health. Going too long will result in a loss as almost all of their cards are damage
dealers. Pretty rare to see. You should have plenty of tools for removing their totems. Trade into
them if necessary. As in the Paladin matchup, give them no totems to work with and you will be
able to naturally turn the tide. We should be very favored here. Spell Damage can be tough but
still favored. They can't hit your stealth minions unless they run Lightning Storm but now they
run Molten Blast in it's slot. Sap their Squallhunter and use your trades and removals on the
smaller pieces, then push for face damage before they can draw and cast all their damage
spells. Beware of Ras Frostwhisper - if you can't answer it, it will auto-kill a lot of your stealth
minions and put you in a bind. What is Shaman? I haven't seen a Shaman or Warlock in a while.
No change needed- we should be favored against any type, with control variants being a little
trickier. Generally feel that we are favored vs. Spell Damage mage can play a lot of minions out
for pretty cheap. Use your backstabs on Sorcerer's Apprentice trade into the Lab Partner.
Keeping their spell damage down will slow them. If they manage to Mozaki, Sap it and it loses all
it's power. They're usually dead from there but can put up a good fight. Super RNG feels bad
though. Seeing same mage decks but usually come out on top. No changes. Should do better
against spell damage with the brain freezes back in. These are really the primary Druid deck I've
encountered, though I've seen some Token decks. I think we're more favored after the Kael'thas
nerf but an early Animals or crazy ramp can still make life hard. Early on we want to be as aggro
as possible so they're unable to play the ramp cards they want. Seeing them spend 3 on a
Bogbeam or hero power a 1-drop are good signs. Preventing them from ramping or seeing them
ramp when you have a threatening board is a big part of success. I've seen some insane Turn
Guardian Animals and it can be tough to come back after that. Sap I generally try to use for a
giant Ironbark 'ed Kael'thas Sunstrider or other large minion but can be used on a Teacher's Pet
if it helps push good damage. Build up early, push through taunts without trading if possible,
and try to close out as soon as possible. If it runs too long or they ramp too quickly, they're
going to overpower you with their Animals and then it might be gg. You're not down and out
after 1 Guardian Animals, keep fighting! As I added above, more favored, seeing less Druid
since the nerf. Guardian Druid. Turtle Mage. Highlander Priest. Tempo Rogue Mirror slightly
different version. Spell Damage Mage. Control DH Loss. Tempo Rogue is back, it's powerful,
and here to stay for SA! Thanks for your support :. Don't abandon this deck! You're updates
have been very helpful! Tempo rogue is my favorite archetype and this is the best current deck
I've found. Keep up the good work :. I dont have Edwin. But I have Akama. Is IT viable to put IT
instead? Please someone tell me. After I dust all my legends epics etc for that deck. I did soul
Hunter but its garbage and i got mad lol. Hello folks, Gamerpanda have been busy lately with
work and i'm recovering from Covid but i want to update you guys about the deck. As you all
noticed i'm doing lots of changes in the past days right, keep in mind that i'm doing it not
because the deck is bad or anything but because i like to play a really refined list according to
the meta also the expansion just got released i like to try out new stuff, that being said i'm pretty
confident that this list i gonna share with you is the best setup so yeah, this is the last update
lol for a tempo rogue deck right now , since the new season is starting tomorrow you guys will
be able to try out hopefully with good results! Thanks for all your support, GL HF! Thank you for
this deck list! I didn't face any Guardian Druids and only a few Libram Paladins so maybe using
the current version might be the way to go now. My losses for my bad game. I was tempted by
the cat, he gave me a Generous Mummy, and I summoned him on turn two using the coin
against a Guardian Druid, bad idea! I don't know if Akama would have helped, in those losses or
to be more sure of myself playing the deck. Only that card is missing. And when I have enough
dust, I don't know if I would craft it, I also need other legends and tons of epics, to play other
decks. Thanks for your effort to improve the deck, I love to play it when I am not under pressure,
because I have to think a lot and some turns I lose due to time. Yeah, just replace akama for
another Worgen Infiltrator for this list i would say, it should be totally fine. Another card to

consider is Cult Neophyte tho. Glad it's working and you having fun with it man! So I'm still the
same as for many days without being able to pass and hovering around the Platinum For
example no stealth and two Sages in hand, or the typical Backstab without any creature in sight,
etc. Those bad hands are so frustrating, specially those full of answers, not being able to play
them, all you can do is dagger up and pass. But if you have a really bad hand and 2 sages or
ashtongues without stealth minions for example, i think it's better to play them as a body unless
you have something else to do. A dead turn really hurts. If from the 4 legendaries available, you
could only craft 2, what would you craft? And what cards would you replace those missing
legendaries? THis decks seems really fun but I'm in a shor budget. Great deck list, reached
legend smoothly with this. Your mulligan and class strategies were the key, thanks! Help Sign
In. WIN CONDITION Like any tempo deck, your goal is to use cheap removal while you develop
your own board in the early to mid game, drawing very efficiently with Greyheart Sage and
Secret Passage , and then deliver big damage with burst from hand in the form of Ashtongue
Slayer , Eviscerate , and potentially other accrued damage cards from discover or spellburst.
Highlander Galakrond Priest is definitely improved since the last expansion. Comments Similar
Decks Revision History. Rollback Post to Revision RollBack. Last edited by eMc94 on Sep 1,
Last edited by eMc94 on Sep 2, Last edited by Reinan23 on Aug 31, Last edited by DarkLullaby
on Aug 31, I won games many different ways which made the deck very fun to play. Last edited
by DaveGags on Aug 31, Grats for the legend Dave! Deck feels kinda slow now. Well, much
better for me with this version, I don't know why or what it depends on. Last edited by novato2
on Aug 30, Well now I'm a worse player than two weeks ago. Those bad hands are so
frustrating, specially those full of answers, not being able to play them, all you can do is dagger
up and pass But if you have a really bad hand and 2 sages or ashtongues without stealth
minions for example, i think it's better to play them as a body unless you have something else
to do. GL HF! Last edited by Reinan23 on Aug 28, Last edited by novato2 on Aug 27, Last edited
by Reinan23 on Aug 27, Thanks, will give a shot! Posts Quoted:. Revision: 6 - Sep 5, Revision: 5
- Aug 31, Revision: 4 - Aug 29, Revision: 3 - Aug 22, Revision: 2 - Aug 21, Revision: 1 - Aug 17,
Breaking news: Hearthstone: Descent of Dragons guide. Our Tempo Rogue guide also contains
Mulligan advice, card combos and strategy tips. The aim of the deck is to field an aggressive
collection of minions from the very start of the match and gain incremental advantages over
your opponent as the game goes on with value-oriented minions or spells. It includes a Stealth
package as well as Secret Passage , one of the best cards in the new set, essentially being a 1
mana draw 5. Select and copy the long ID string below, then create a deck in Hearthstone to
export this deck into your game. While this version of Tempo Rogue certainly favours
aggression, it would be wrong to call it a pure aggro deck. Instead, it favours clearing off enemy
minions, establishing a strong board, and then finishing off your opponent with a chunk of
burst damage. The deck also features a handful of useful utility cards that give you some
flexibility in how you can find your win condition. Many of these take full advantage of effects
unique to the Rogue class, including minion bouncing and Combo cards. If you can drop a big
Edwin VanCleef on the board you should always consider that option too. Maintain control of
the board and start pushing for damage where you can. You can keep the tempo up with plays
like SI:7 Agent and Vendetta , dealing damage to the opponent whilst putting your own cards
into play. Waggle Pick is a solid pickup here too, as is can allow you to replay a strong Battlecry
whilst clearing enemy minions or going face. You get cheaper cards while also supporting the
continued development of Metabomb. Our Amazon Coins guide has more detail. A Rogue deck
lik
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e this is only as strong as the synergies contained within it. Here are the most important card
combos you need to commit to memory when playing the Tempo Rogue:. Always look for the
extra value afforded by these plays. The Combo value is doubled up with Spirit of the Shark too!
These can include:. This is hugely beneficial thanks to the potential to activate Combos and
generally flood the board. These are the most important cards in Tempo Rogue, as well as some
ideas for substitutes should you be missing any from your collection:. Super Smash Bros.
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